Sewio Partners with C5MI for Managing Real Time Material Flow
and Asset Utilization
Sewio, a UWB-based real-time location system (RTLS) vendor, today announced it
has partnered with C5MI, the developers of Live Factory® for Industry 4.0
manufacturing.
Chicago, IL January 20, 2020 — Sewio, a UWB-based real-time location system (RTLS) vendor,
today announced it has partnered with C5MI, the developers of Live Factory® for Industry 4.0
manufacturing.
“We are very excited to partner with Sewio on a live material tracking solution that will improve our
customer’s business outcome. Their solution offers robust and highly accurate point tracking
capability to optimize core manufacturing processes” said Marty Groover, Partner, C5MI. He added,
“C5MI’s experience in Digital Manufacturing, Enterprise Asset Management and Operational
Intelligence coupled with Sewio’s RTLS tracking capabilities is a compelling value driver for our
customers as part of their Industry 4.0 journey.”
“It’s great to partner with an organization that shares the same vision of helping manufacturers and
supply chains boosting their efficiency. This common goal and C5MI’s deep knowledge and
first-hand experience managing world-class business processes will enable our custmers with
long-term value and continuous improvements to create the competitive advantage,” commented
Milan Šimek, founder and CEO of Sewio Networks.
About C5MI
C5MI’s digital manufacturing services include Live Factory® and Digital Reliability Centered
Maintenance® solutions that connect the shop floor to the top floor by gathering and presenting
data, in a Common Operational Picture of the manufacturing and warehouse floor. Sewio’s
location-based services enable real-time tracking of the exact location and movement of assets,
including parts, assembled products and equipment, which help in maintaining efficiency in materials
movement and maintenance processes. C5MI’s business and IIoT experience coupled with Sewio’s
capabilities is a win-win for customers. C5MI is a subsidiary of YASH technologies which is a global
company with 6,000 emplyees in over 40 countries.
https://www.c5mi.com/
About Sewio Networks
Sewio Networks (https://www.sewio.net/) provides a real-time location system (RTLS) for indoor
positioning that drives business results for companies in the intralogistics, retail, sport, entertainment
and livestock industries. The system is built on ultra-wide band technology (UWB) and delivered with
RTLS Studio, remote management and visualization software.
It gives partners and customers a precise, easy-to-integrate, reliable and fully scalable IoT solution
for the digitization of movement to allow process visibility, boost production efficiency, simplify the
inventory process and increase safety. Founded in 2014, Sewio is headquartered in the Czech
Republic with offices in Germany and France. Sewio has 29 system integration partners and powers
customers in 37 countries. Customers include: Volkswagen, Budvar, Pirelli, Matador, TPCA, Škoda.
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Contact Information
For more information contact Petr Passinger of Sewio (http://https://www.sewio.net/)
+420777144172
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You can read this press release online here
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